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TC INSIGHT - HOSPITALY 

Italy  
A World Leading  

and 
Cost Effective 

Healthcare  
System 

INVITATION TO SOUTH WEST EUROPE HEALTHCARE INSIGHT

    

   Deadline for registration 31 January 2020

Programme dates: 22-24 MARCH 2020
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Objective 

The objective of the healthcare tour to Italy is to give a profound insight to the 
Italian healtchare system, its structure, governance, finance and service provision.  
Participants will learn first hand about the strengths and weaknesses of the system, 
and how the Italian healthcare system has been able to produce outcomes ranking 
it among the world’s top 3 healthcare systems by the WHO, Bloomberg Business 
etc. in terms of efficiency, patient value and other outcomes. Italy is the only EU 
country which has been ranked among the world’s top 3 healthcare systems by 
WHO and Bloomberg for almost a decade. 


Italy’s persistent high score on the quality and efficiency of its healthcare system is 
a primary reason for studying it and reason for garnering the full picture of the 
practices from a first hand experience visiting Italy’s leading healthcare hospitals, 
practitioners and experts.


You will experience visits, lectures / panel discussions / interaction with healthcare 
experts with the objective to learn the key critical aspects of all aspects of a global 
leading healthcare system and how your organisation can get inspired to make a 
differences at home. An example of this is Careggi University Hospital.


Careggi University Hospital in Florence is a first class hospital leading the way 
within Smart Hospital 2.0m the integration of ICT and healtchare and picture 
diagnostics and patient apps. We plan to visit Careggi and be welcomed by the 
hospital Director and meet with some of their professors and healtchare experts.


Careggi Hospital in Florence, Italy
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Health care efficiency scores in 169 economies

           
                

           
            

              
      

The Italian healthcare system has consistently been ranked among the top 3 best 
health care systems in the world in terms of patient value, economic efficiency by 
the WHO and Bloomberg Business.

WHO and Bloomberg

The future of organisational models and their implementation within large European 
hospitals will be the major topic of discussion at the insight tour held in Florence and 
with visit to Careggi University Hospital and Meyer Children’s hospital also in
Florence. Both hospitals are international top-league and leading in Italy ranked by 
the WHO and Bloomberg Business to be among the top-3 best healthcare systems in 
the world for the last 10 years.
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Through TC Insight Tour Italian healthcare you will learn about


1. Organisation

2. Governance

3. Financing

4. Service provision and ICT 

5. Transition - from cost to value based health care

6. Public vs private health care provision

7. New architecture new hospitals

8. Unique excellence in child care

9. Religion and health care 

10. Future challenges


Who should attend


• Key decision makers (CEOs, politicians, Deputy Directors)

• Executives and board members of healthcare organisations

• Head of Department of Education and professors from universities

• CEOs from pharma and healthcare companies
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What is TC Next? 

• TC Next aims to create space for outside-in thinking that inspires fresh insights.  


• TC Next is a series of events designed to bring in external perspectives in a  thought 
provoking and collaborative way.  


• TC Next sessions feature external thought leaders and individuals from beyond 
YOUR industry to introduce new and game-changing concepts.


• TC NEXT attendees work alongside the guests to explore the big shifts from within 
and outside the healthcare industry that will shape its future. 


• TC NEXT is based on our insights to all things Italian, and it is based on areas where 
Italy has world-class expertise, and we craft tailor made business programs with 
these Italian centres of excellence.
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Hotel location 
 

Set on the banks of the Arno, an elegant five-star resort awaits you, an urban oasis just a short 
distance from Florence’s historic centre. In the 19th century, as a historic country residence of the 
Florentine high nobility, the villa became a place of heated intellectual and cultural debate.


Following a painstaking restoration, Ville sull’Arno has been completely renovated: today the 
warm atmosphere of the ancient residence combines the refinement of furnishings and 
environments and offers a perfect setting for smaller groups and alike.


https://www.hotelvillesullarno.com/en/


https://www.hotelvillesullarno.com/en/
https://www.hotelvillesullarno.com/en/
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Illustrated Programme 
DAY 1 

5:00 pm - 6:30 pm 	  

Arrival and check in


6:30 pm - 9:00 pm

Welcome and evening social


Day 2 

8:00 am - 8:45 am

Drive to Careggi Hospital Florence


9:00 am - 10:30 am

Tour of the hospital


10:30 am - 12:30 pm 

Hospital leadership 


12:30 pm  - 13:30 pm

Lunch


13:30 pm - 15:30 pm

Working session


15:30 pm - 18:00 pm

Drive back and free time


18:00 pm - 22:30 pm

Dinner and art (incl. drive)


Day 3 

8:30 am - 13:00pm


Drive to Meyer Hospital Florence


Tour of the Hospital


Leadership introduction


Working session


Wrap up - takeaways and learnings


13:00pm - 14:00pm 

Lunch


14:00pm - 16:00pm

Leaving for airport
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Price and sign up  

• Fee: 1950 EUR included: Facilitation/Consulting, meals and 
transportation during the tour. 


• Airfare, airport transportation, hotel, and personal incidentals 
excluded. 


• For more details of the programme, and sign-up please contact us 
at: 


TC Italy at the Danish Embassy in Rome: Trade Commissioner, Jørn B. 
Andersen, joband@um.dk or at +39 335 6328 125


In collaboration with Healthcare Denmark


mailto:joband@um.dk
mailto:joband@um.dk
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